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BLOOMS
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BLOOMS
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When I was 6 years old…
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11 years later…

Image from Scientific American Website
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In 2006 Web of Data
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Is it really mainstream Semantic Web?
• What is the relationship between the models whose instances
are being linked?
• How to do querying on LOD without knowing individual
datasets?
• How to perform schema level reasoning over LOD cloud?
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What can be done?
• Relationships are at the heart of Semantics.
• LOD captures instance level relationships, but lacks class level
relationships.
– Superclass
– Subclass
– Equivalence

• How to find these relationships?
– Perform a matching of the LOD Ontology’s using state of the art ontology
matching tools.

• Desirable
– Considering the size of LOD, at least have results which a human can
curate.
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Existing Approaches

A survey of approaches to automatic Ontology matching by Erhard Rahm, Philip A. Bernstein in the VLDB
Journal 10: 334–350 (2001)
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LOD Ontology Alignment
• Existing systems have difficulty in matching LOD Ontologys!
 Nation = Menstruation, Confidence=0.9 
• They perform extremely well on established benchmarks, but
typically not in the wilds.

• LOD Ontology’s are of very different nature
•
•
•

Created by community for community.
Emphasis on number of instances, not number of meaningful
relationships.
Require solutions beyond syntactic and structural matching.
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Something else changed..
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Our Approach

Use knowledge contributed by users

Structured knowledge contributed by
users

To improve
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Rabbit out of a hat?

• Traditional auxiliary data sources like (WordNet, Upper Level
Ontologies) have limited coverage and are insufficient for LOD
datasets.
•

LOD datasets have diverse domains

• Community generated data although noisy but is rich in
•
•
•
•

Content
Structure
Has a “self healing property”

Problems like Ontology Matching have a dimension of context

associated with them. Since community generated data is
created by diverse set of people, hence captures diverse
context.
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Wikipedia
• The English version alone contains more than 2.9 million
articles.
• It is continually expanded by approximately 100,000 active
volunteer editors world-wide.
• Allows multiple points of view to be mentioned with their proper
contexts.
• Article creation/correction is an ongoing activity with no down
time.
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Ontology Matching on LOD using
Wikipedia Categorization
• On Wikipedia, categories are used to organize the entire project.
• Wikipedia's category system consists of overlapping trees.
• Simple rules for categorization
– “If logical membership of one category implies logical
membership of a second, then the first category should be
made a subcategory”
– “Pages are not placed directly into every possible category,
only into the most specific one in any branch”
– “Every Wikipedia article should belong to at least one
category.”
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BLOOMS Approach – Step 1

• Pre-process the input ontology
•
•

Remove property restrictions
Remove individuals, properties

• Tokenize the class names
•
•

Remove underscores, hyphens and other delimiters
Breakdown complex class names
– example: SemanticWeb => Semantic Web
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BLOOMS Approach – Step 2
• For each concept name processed in the previous step
– Identify article in Wikipedia corresponding to the concept.
– Each article related to the concept indicates a sense of the usage of the
word.

• For each article found in the previous step
– Identify the Wikipedia category to which it belongs.
– For each category found, find its parent categories till level 4.

• Once the “BLOOMS tree” for each of the sense of the source
concept is created (Ts), utilize it for comparison with the
“BLOOMS tree” of the target concepts (Tt).
– BLOOMS trees are created for individual senses of the concepts.
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BLOOMS Approach – Step 3
• In the tree Ts, remove all nodes for which the parent node which
occurs in Tt to create Ts’.
– All leaves of Ts are of level 4 or occur in Tt.
– The pruned nodes do not contribute any additional new knowledge.

•

Compute overlap Os between the source and target tree.
– Os= n/(k-1)
– n = |z|, z ε Ts’ Π Tt
– k= |s|, s ε Ts’

• The decision of alignment is made as follows.
– For Ts ε Tc and Tt ε Td, we have Ts=Tt, then C=D.
– If min{o(Ts,Tt),o(Tt,Ts)} ≥ x, then set C rdfs:subClassOf D if o(Ts,Tt) ≤
o(Tt, Ts), and set D rdfs:subClassOf C if o(Ts, Tt) ≥ o(Tt, Ts).
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Example
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Evaluation Objectives

• Examine BLOOMS as a tool for the purpose of LOD ontology
matching.

• Examine the ability of BLOOMS to serve as a general purpose
ontology matching system.
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BLOOMS
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BLOOMS
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Potential Applications
• Schema level reasoning over LOD.
• Identification and rectification of contradictory/misleading
assertions
– Population of London is X (Geonames) / Population of London is Y
(DBpedia), but geonames London is same as Dbpedia London.
– Hollywood is a country. (Really?)

• Enabling intelligent federated querying of LOD
– Beyond merely crawling.
– Terminological difference can be resolved automatically.
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Conclusion
• State of the art tools fail to scale up to the requirements of LOD
ontologies.
• There is plenty of knowledge presented in community generated
data which can be harnessed for improving itself.
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Future Work
• New ways for computing overlap
– Penalize nodes which match at lower levels
– Give priority to leftmost categories over rightmost categories.

• Context based matching
– Harness implicit and explicit contextual information in matching.
– Provide user with matches and the context of matching.

• Use “committee” of auxiliary data sources for matching.
• BLOOMS based smart federated querying framework of LOD.
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Thank You!

Questions?

